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BlueJeans Rooms featuring
Dolby Voice Room Pro

The simplest and smartest video meetings for your large conference rooms

BlueJeans Rooms featuring the Dolby Voice Room Pro is an end-to-end, meeting room
solution specifically designed to bring intelligence and simplicity to your large conference
rooms. This all-in-one solution features the Dolby Voice Camera Pro, the Dolby Voice Hub
and the Dolby Conference Phone.
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Ultra-modern, fully featured PTZ camera
The Dolby Voice Camera Pro, an ultra-modern PTZ
camera, includes a dual camera system to give virtual
meeting attendees the most engaging experience
when on-site participants are based in large or long
conference rooms. The system uses a panoramic
sensor to continuously monitor the room and provide
data that powers the tracking camera, which features
a 12x optical zoom and wide-range pan and tilt.

Intelligent video across the board
The Dolby Voice Camera Pro intelligently tracks and
frames meeting attendees to ensure speakers are
always front and center. Wide dynamic range (WDR)
video mapping enables the Dolby Voice Camera Pro
to improve the picture quality for participants in
rooms with challenging lighting conditions.
Whiteboard view allows participants to share their
in-room whiteboard with a click of a button for easy
and simple collaboration.

Stunning Dolby audio optimized for large spaces
Enhance the experience for both in-room and remote
participants with the Dolby Conference Phone.
Experience superior audio clarity with 360-degree
long-range pickup of the entire room and voice

placement that presents individual voices from distinct
locations. Additional satellite mics are available for
greater control and broader voice pickup.

Easy for IT to deploy, monitor and manage
Easy installation and simple IT management minimizes
setup costs and deployment time for all your rooms.
Live meeting controls and room telemetry from
BlueJeans Command Center gives you the controls
required to run friction-free meetings in your most
critical meeting spaces like executive board rooms
and briefing areas. Additionally, centralized room
management through BlueJeans Command Center
improves efficiency throughout your organization
with bulk provisioning, remote device monitoring,
and real-time diagnostics.

KEY FEATURES

Intelligent Scene Framing

Automatically adjusts the framing of the image
to show different people talking and avoiding
frustratingly narrow or distractingly wide angles.

Whiteboard View

MultiService

Dolby Voice Room offers MultiService support* so that
users have the ability to join the meeting service of
their choice — BlueJeans, Microsoft Teams, Zoom or
Cisco Webex.

Offers remote participants a helpful, head-on view of
the whiteboard when someone is writing on it, while
ghosting out people moving in front of the board to
aid in legibility.

One-Touch Meeting Join

Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) Video Mapping

Integrate the room’s meeting schedule with both
Microsoft or Google calendaring systems to enable
participants to quickly join a scheduled in-room
meeting and eliminate scheduling conflicts.

Dynamically modifies screen appearance to
account for different lighting situations and
overcome the challenges that lead to a muddied
or washed-out image.

Full-Room Pickup

Initiate, join and manage meetings with one touch.
Minimize time trying to make room equipment work.

Calendar Integrations

Wired and Wireless Screen Sharing

Captures distant voices with best-in-class range to
more effectively capture quiet or overlapping voices.

Share screen content during video meetings wirelessly
or use the HDMI input on the Dolby Conference Phone
for a hardwire connection.

Dynamic Leveling

Purpose-Built Internet Appliance

Continuously maps room sound to distinguish
between talkers and noise, canceling out common
room distractions like HVAC or projector noise.

Voice Placement

Presents each speaker’s voice from a distinct location
to make it easier to follow and understand
the conversation.

Dolby Voice Hub runs a hardened purpose-built
OS, conforming to enterprise-grade security
requirements, and uses HTTPS and SSH with
SHA256 digital certificates.

Remote Device Management

Provision, deploy, measure usage, and update
hardware so it’s efficient and easy for IT to monitor,
while reducing costs and user problems.

BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service

Software, hardware and services in a single package
BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service brings together BlueJeans Rooms software, Dolby Voice Room or
Dolby Voice Room Pro hardware, maintenance and support in an all-inclusive monthly price. This
subscription service provides a simple way to outfit meeting rooms and huddle spaces with an
integrated solution while avoiding time consuming hardware purchase cycles.
Visit www.bluejeans.com/products/rooms/rooms-as-a-service to learn more about the features
and benefits of BlueJeans Rooms-as-a-Service.

*via Gateway or Room Connectors
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